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Adult mammals are unable to regenerate their hearts after cardiac injury,

largely due to the incapacity of cardiomyocytes (CMs) to undergo cell divi-

sion. However, mammalian embryonic and fetal CMs, similar to CMs from

fish and amphibians during their entire life, exhibit robust replicative activ-

ity, which stops abruptly after birth and never significantly resumes. Con-

verging evidence indicates that formation of the highly ordered and stable

cytoarchitecture of mammalian mature CMs is coupled with loss of their

proliferative potential. Here, we review the available information on the

role of the cardiac cytoskeleton and sarcomere in the regulation of CM

proliferation. The actin cytoskeleton, the intercalated disc, the microtubu-

lar network and the dystrophin–glycoprotein complex each sense mechani-

cal cues from the surrounding environment. Furthermore, they participate

in the regulation of CM proliferation by impinging on the yes-associated

protein/transcriptional co-activator with PDZ-binding motif, b-catenin and

myocardin-related transcription factor transcriptional co-activators. Mas-

tering the molecular mechanisms regulating CM proliferation would permit

the development of innovative strategies to stimulate cardiac regeneration

in adult individuals, a hitherto unachieved yet fundamental therapeutic

goal.

Introduction

Despite remarkable progress in terms of early diagno-

sis and prevention, the prevalence of cardiovascular

disease is on the rise globally [1]. In particular, heart

failure remains a prominent cause of deaths, disability

and financial costs, estimated to affect approximately

38 million people worldwide [2]. In a vast majority of

cases, this condition ensues as the consequence of an

acute (myocardial infarction) or chronic ischaemic

injury to the myocardium, followed by irreversible loss

of cardiomyocytes (CMs), since these cells are
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incapable of clinically significant replication in adult

life. Carbon dating of CM DNA in humans indeed

indicates that the renewal capacity of the heart is

< 50% in a 70-year lifetime [3], an estimate that is

consistent with information obtained in mice by imag-

ing mass spectrometry, showing that CM renewal is to

the order of < 1% every year [4]. As a consequence of

the incapacity of CMs to replicate, scarring and fibro-

sis represent a general hallmark of cardiac repair after

damage. Similar considerations also apply to other

causes of CM loss, including untreated hypertension,

viral infection and the side effects of anticancer

chemotherapy.

In sharp contrast with adult mammals, some verte-

brates, including urodeles and fish, completely regener-

ate significant portions of lost cardiac tissue after

myocardial injury [5,6]. Genetic fate mapping experi-

ments have indicated that the regenerative capacity of

the zebrafish heart is due to the intrinsic capacity of

resident CMs to partially dedifferentiate after damage

and to re-enter the cell cycle [7,8]. In mammals,

myocardial infarction also triggers an attempt at car-

diac repair through CM replication, as testified by an

increase in the rate of CM renewal [4] and the presence

of mitotic CMs in the infarct border zone [9]. This

attempt, however, is limited or abortive, and certainly

below clinical significance.

At difference with postnatal life, mammalian CMs

exhibit robust replicative activity during embryonic

and fetal development, with subsequent waves of pro-

liferation [10]. Replication stops abruptly immediately

at birth to never resume again significantly. Further

cardiac enlargement occurs by cell hypertrophy, char-

acterized by marked increased in cytoplasmic volume

and the accumulation of organized sarcomeric struc-

tures. Stop of cell division at birth is often accompa-

nied by the uncoupling of DNA synthesis and mitosis

from cytokinesis, by which over 90% of cells become

bi-nucleated between P4 and P14 in the mouse

[11,12]; binucleation is less frequent but still present

in humans (~ 25% of adult ventricular CMs) [13,14].

In addition, ~ 45% and 66% of ventricular CM

nuclei are polyploid in mice and humans, respectively

[13].

The withdrawal of CMs from the cell cycle after

birth impacts profoundly on the capacity of the mam-

malian heart to undergo repair after damage: in the

mouse, loss of myocardial tissue in the fetal or early

neonatal life is healed through the generation of new

contractile tissue [15], while fibrosis and scarring pre-

dominate later. A recent case report in a newborn

child indicates complete recovery of cardiac function

after an ischaemic insult can also occur early in life in

humans [16].

Figure 1 schematically shows the complex molecu-

lar features that accompany CM withdrawal from the

cell cycle. In particular, replicating CMs need to cope

with the highly complex and ordered structure of

their cytoplasmic molecular structures. During heart

development from fetal to adult stages, the cardiac

cytoskeleton undergoes gradual maturation, which

leads to increase in size, number and complexity of

myofibrils organization [17–20]. For CM proliferation

to occur, many cytoskeletal complexes in mature

CMs need transient disentanglement or disengage-

ment. A successful mitotic event requires the forma-

tion of mitotic spindles and the contractile ring,

which is unlikely to occur without preceding myofibril

disassembly and cytoskeleton rearrangement. In addi-

tion to steric hindrance to cell division, and probably

most important, the cytoskeletal structures most likely

regulate the CM cell cycle by specific molecular

signals.

Our understanding of the molecular pathways con-

trolling assembly and disassembly of the CM

cytoskeleton and its interconnection with the regula-

tion of cell replication is still very patchy. In addition,

it is largely unclear to which extent the vast informa-

tion concerning the regulation of the cytoskeleton dur-

ing the cell cycle in other cell types (most notably,

cancer cells and fibroblasts) also applies to highly spe-

cialized cells such as CMs. Here, we specifically focus

on the peculiarities of the CM cytoskeleton and its

passive and active roles during replication of these

cells.

The cardiac cell cytoskeleton

In all cell types, the cytoskeleton is a complex and

highly dynamic structure, which not only defines the

cell shape and structural integrity but also acts as an

essential component of various aspects of cell physiol-

ogy, including determination of cell polarity, provision

of physical and mechanical cues to cell division and

migration and definition of extracellular matrix (ECM)

patterning. In a broader sense, the cell cytoskeleton

acts as a signalling hub that senses, integrates and

transmits both intracellular and extracellular signals

[21]. This is of particular significance in CMs, since

connection between the myofibrils and the ECM is

essential to permit exertion of force during cell con-

traction in systole. At the same time, specialized

cytoskeletal structures interconnect with the cell mem-

brane at intercalated discs (ICDs) to permit proper
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interconnection between orderly spaced neighbouring

CMs.

The CM cytoskeleton components can schematically

be divided into three different categories based on

structural and functional properties, as schematically

shown in Fig. 2.

The sarcomeric cytoskeleton

The sarcomere is the contractile unit of the cardiac

muscle fibre. Thick and thin filaments, composed of

myosin heavy- and light-chain molecules and by poly-

merized actin filaments, respectively, are integrated in

para-crystalline manner together with a large number

of regulatory and scaffolding proteins (Fig. 2) [22,23].

The nonsarcomeric cytoskeleton

The nonsarcomeric cytoskeleton is composed of actin,

tubulin and desmin, each of which assemble and gener-

ate their respective polymeric forms [F-actin, micro-

tubules (MTs) and intermediate filaments, respectively].

MT filaments are noncovalent polymers of a- and b-
tubulin forming highly dynamic structures with continu-

ous elongation and shortening during all stages of the

cell cycle [24]. In CMs, the majority of tubulin is found

in its monomeric form (~ 70%), while the rest (~ 30%)

in the form of MTs [25]. These interact with the desmin

cytoskeleton and regulate the assembly of myofibrils

during cardiac muscle development [26]. The desmin

cytoskeleton in CMs is transversely dispersed along the

Fig. 1. Properties of developing and mature CMs. Schematic diagram showing immature CMs and their associated physiological and

morphological changes towards maturation. These include modifications in myofibril density, cytoskeleton organization, switch of

metabolism from glycolysis to oxidative phosphorylation, centrosome remodelling, ECM maturation, binucleation, ICD maturation and

modification in the levels of positive and negative cell cycle regulators.
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myofibril area, where it links with the border zone of the

Z-disc and ICD, and plays a vital role in maintaining

sarcomere integrity [27]. Besides their function

throughout the cell cycle, MTs form the filamentous

structure of the mitotic spindle to segregate the newly

formed sister chromatids [28].

Fig. 2. Molecular anatomy of the cardiac muscle cell and of its functional complexes. The cartoon on top shows two connected CMs with

the localization of the four structures shown in panels A, B, C and D (sarcomere, costamere, ICD and nucleoskeleton/centrosome,

respectively). (A) Sarcomere. The cartoon shows half of the sarcomere structure. The thick filament of the sarcomere is composed of

myosin heavy and light chain molecules, while the thin filament contains repeated actin molecules. Actin filaments are closely associated

with the regulatory troponin complex (T, I, C) and tropomyosin, which plays a key role in regulating sarcomere contraction. Additional

essential components of the sarcomere that provide mechanical resistance and structural integrity to CMs are titin, Mybpc3, a-actinin and

myomesin. At the electron microscope, the sarcomere shows different topographical regions: M-band in the middle of the sarcomere, A-

band in the centre, H-zone that lacks cross-bridges and only consists of myosin tails, I-band, in which there are only aligned actin filaments

with no overlapping myosin filaments and, finally, Z-disc, which comprises the lateral border of the sarcomere. (B) Costamere. The

costamere is composed of the DGC and the integrin–vinculin–talin complex, which connects the ECM to the myofibrils and sarcolemma via

the actin and MT cytoskeletons. (C) ICDs connect neighbouring CMs and are essential for electrochemical coupling and tissue integrity. An

ICD contains adherens junctions, desmosomes and gap junctions. Desmosomes and adherens junctions connect with the actin and desmin

cytoskeleton via catenins. Catenins (alpha and beta) are known to regulate CM proliferation. (D) Nucleoskeleton and centrosome. The

nucleoskeleton components (lamin, SUN1-2 and emerin) are tightly connected to the actin, MT and desmin cytoskeleton via nesprins.

Mutations in lamin and nesprins are associated with cardiac disease. The centrosome contains two centrioles (mother and daughter), which

are surrounded by a matrix of proteins known as the PCM. Centrosome integrity plays a key role in CM division and in organizing the

cytoskeleton network.
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Specialized structures associated with the

cardiomyocyte cytoskeleton

At least three specialized structures play essential roles

in CM biology and appear to be involved, to various

extents, in the regulation of CM proliferation and mat-

uration. These are the membrane-associated cytoskele-

ton, the ICD and the centrosome. In CMs, the main

structural–functional component of the membrane-as-

sociated cytoskeleton is the costamere (Fig. 2B), which

includes two types of membrane-associated protein

complexes: the dystrophin–glycoprotein complex

(DGC) and the integrin–vinculin–talin complex, both

of which play a key role in regulating a biomechanical

signalling between the sarcomere, sarcolemma and the

ECM [29]. Adjacent CMs are connected through the

ICD, consisting of multifunctional/structural connec-

tions that are essential for electrochemical and

mechanical signalling (Fig. 2C) [30]. Finally, multiple,

but still scattered, evidence indicates that an important

determinant of CM proliferation lies within the com-

ponents of the centrosome, a specialized MT-nucleat-

ing organelle that duplicates once per cell cycle

forming the pole of the mitotic spindle (Fig. 2D) [31].

The actin cytoskeleton and the
regulation of CM proliferation

During interphase, nonsarcomeric actin exists as an

extensive network that rapidly dissolves as soon as the

cells enter mitosis and round their shape. Consolidated

evidence indicates that, in most cell types, the cell cycle

machinery controls the actin cytoskeleton while, in

turn, the state of organization of the cytoskeleton reg-

ulates cell cycle progression [32–34]. Perturbation of

proper cytoskeleton reorganization leads to cell cycle

arrest due to the activation of checkpoints in both the

G1 [35] and G2/M [36] phases of the cell cycle. For

example, overexpression of Cofilin 1, an actin-depoly-

merizing factor (ADF), arrests the cells in G1 [37],

while increased F-actin polymerization due to genetic

mutations or cell treatment with Jasplakinolide leads

to delayed mitosis and defective cytokinesis, which

eventually determines cell multinucleation [38]. Should

a connection between altered nonsarcomeric actin

cytoskeleton dynamics and defects of cell division also

hold true in CMs, it could explain both nuclear divi-

sion of CMs in the absence of cytokinesis and block of

the cell cycle in G2 when these cells stop proliferating.

Over 150 proteins have been identified to contain an

actin-binding domain and thus influence nonsarcom-

eric actin dynamics or mediate signalling from it

[39,40]. In particular, the dynamic formation of the

actin cytoskeleton and its rapid response to cellular

cues – such as those related to sensing of the extracel-

lular environment, as it will be discussed later – is the

consequence of the ratio between polymerized, fila-

mentous actin and monomeric, globular actin (F-actin

and G-actin, respectively). This ratio also regulates

CM proliferation. In particular, our own past work

has shown that several microRNA can stimulate cell

proliferation once overexpressed in neonatal rat and

mouse CMs [41]. A common characteristic of most of

these microRNA is to downregulate one or more

members of the families of factors that prevent actin

polymerization by directly interacting with G-actin;

these include Cofilins, Twinfilins, Thymosin b4 and

Profilins. Among the proteins that are downregulated

by these pro-proliferative microRNA are also cysteine

and glycine rich protein 3, MT-associated monooxyge-

nase, calponin and LIM domain containing 3 and

Aurora A kinase, all of which are directly or indirectly

involved in the regulation of actin polymerization [42].

A specific, direct target of four miRNA that are very

effective in stimulating CM proliferation (miR-199a-

3p, miR-1825, miR-302d and miR-373 [41]) is Cofilin

2, a muscle-specific member of the ADF/Cofilins fam-

ily of proteins, which modulate actin filament nonequi-

librium assembly and disassembly by preventing

assembly of actin monomers and causing depolymer-

ization of acting filaments [43,44]. Downregulation of

Cofilin 2 by RNAi, which markedly promotes actin

polymerization and formation cortical stress fibres

besides leading to disorganization of the sarcomeric

architecture, is sufficient to stimulate neonatal CM

entry into the cell cycle [42].

The mechanism by which actin polymerization leads

to CM proliferation is still poorly understood. Of inter-

est, the members of the myocardin-related transcription

factors (MRTF-A and MRTF-B) are sequestered in

the cytoplasm through their specific interaction with G-

actin monomers. When actin becomes polymerized,

typically as a response to increased substrate stiffness

via Ras homolog gene family member A (RhoA) and

rho-associated, coiled-coil protein kinase (ROCK) [45],

these factors are released from actin binding and

translocate into the nucleus. Here, they act as co-acti-

vators of the serum response factor (SRF), controlling

expression of a set of genes carrying CArG boxes in

their promoters and determining myogenic specifica-

tion, cytoskeletal organization and cell proliferation

[46,47]. A testable hypothesis, therefore, is that, also in

CMs, MRTF could link actin polymerization with acti-

vation of proliferation.

Another essential molecular component connecting

sensing of mechanical cues, actin cytoskeleton and cell
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proliferation is the Hippo pathway [48], which acts as

a key regulator of CM proliferation during heart

development. In CMs, the positive effectors of this

pathway are the yes-associated protein (YAP) and

transcriptional co-activator with PDZ-binding motif

(TAZ) transcriptional co-activators, which, in their de-

phosphorylated form, localize to the nucleus and asso-

ciate with the transcriptional enhancer factor domain

family member 1–4 (TEAD1–4) transcription factors

to drive transcription of genes involved in cell prolifer-

ation [49]. Cardiac-specific YAP knockout causes

embryonic lethality at E10.5 due to myocardial hypo-

plasia and contractile dysfunction [50,51], while YAP

overfunction induces heart regeneration in both neona-

tal and adult hearts [50]. Consistent with this informa-

tion, transgenic mice overexpressing activated YAP or

lacking the inhibitory mammalian sterile 20 kinase 1

kinase (Hippo in Drosophila, in which the pathway

was originally discovered) both repair myocardial

injury through regeneration instead of fibrosis [52,53].

Multiple evidence links YAP-mediated CM prolifer-

ation to the F-actin cytoskeleton. Chromatin immuno-

precipitation-sequencing analysis of YAP target genes

showed interaction with several genes involved in cell

cycle progression, but also genes regulating F-actin

polymerization and connecting the ECM to the actin

cytoskeleton [54]. YAP/TAZ also regulates expression

Cofilin 1/2, Capzb and Gelsolin, all of which are well-

known organizers of actin filament dynamics [55] and

in turn inhibit YAP/TAZ function [56]. Finally, our

own work has shown that a series of microRNA that

are capable to induce CM proliferation act through

the activation of YAP [42]. In particular, miR-199a-

3p, which is one of the most effective in driving car-

diac regeneration in both mice [41] and pigs [57],

directly targets the 30UTR of TAOK1 and b-TrCP; the
former is an inhibitory kinase in the Hippo pathway

[58,59], while the latter acts as the E3 ubiquitin ligase

responsible of YAP degradation through the protea-

some [60]. Convergence of CM pro-proliferative

miRNA onto the Hippo pathway was also shown by

the Mercola laboratory after high-throughput screen-

ing for human miRNA stimulating iPS cell-derived

CM proliferation [61].

Thus, at least two different transcriptional pro-

grammes connect cytoskeletal reorganization and cell

replication, the RhoA–actin–MRTF pathway and the

YAP/TAZ pathway. A crosstalk actually exists

between these pathways. First, they both respond to

actin polymerization. While MRTF binds and senses

the levels of G-actin directly, YAP/TAZ instead inter-

act with angiomotin (AMOT), which in turn binds

actin filaments [62]. Second, emerging evidence

indicates that, in different cell types, the MRTF/SRF

and YAP/TEAD transcriptional pathways are also

interconnected at the target gene levels, since several

promoters require both sets of transcriptional factors/

cofactors for their proper expression [63–65]. Thus, it

appears likely that both pathways might functionally

interact to also control CM proliferation, especially in

response to mechanical cues.

The microtubular network at the
interface between mechanosensing
and the regulation of cardiomyocyte
replication

Microtubules are highly dynamic cytoskeletal filaments

composed of a-/b-tubulin heterodimers, which are

essential for a broad range of cellular processes,

including intracellular vesicle transport, division, defi-

nition of cell polarity and morphology, and cell motil-

ity [66]. MT polymerization is regulated by the

hydrolysis of b-tubulin-bound guanosine-50-triphos-
phate (GTP), which only occurs after a GTP–tubulin
dimer becomes successfully incorporated into the

growing MT tips. In this manner, growing MT ends

always maintain a stabilizing GTP cap, the loss of

which leads to fast depolymerization. The MT end

that exposes b-tubulin is defined as the plus end, while

the MT minus end is the one that exposes a-tubulin
[67].

An extensive range of post-translational modifica-

tions is known to decorate both a- and b-tubulin sub-

units; the most common of these are tyrosination/

detyrosination, acetylation, polyglutamylation, polyg-

lycylation and phosphorylation. Notably, these modifi-

cations are nonrandomly distributed along MTs [68]

and their nature and pattern finely regulate binding of

several MT-associated proteins (MAPs), which con-

tribute to define function of the microtubular network

[69]. Among these MAPs, MT polymerases

(XMAP125 family, +tracking proteins) bind MTs and

significantly increase MT elongation by recruiting

tubulin dimers at the MT-plus ends. On the contrary,

MT depolymerases, such as nonmotile kinesin-13,

destabilize MT-plus ends by removing terminal tubulin

subunits and disrupting lateral tubulin interaction in

an ATP hydrolysis-dependent manner [70].

The idea to target mitotic MT dynamics to block

cell cycle progression has been one of the most suc-

cessful strategies to develop anticancer therapies [24].

The class of MT targeting agents we have available

today can broadly be classified into two groups based

on their specific mechanisms of action: MT-stabilizing

agents, which include taxanes (paclitraxel, docetaxel),
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and MT-destabilizing agents, which contain struc-

turally diverse chemicals such as vinblastine, vin-

cristine, nocodazole and colchicine. The taxanes are

tubulin-polymerizing inducers, which stabilize MTs

and disturb MT depolymerization during cell cycle

progression. Nocodazole, vincristine and colchicine

instead disrupt MT function by binding various sites

on b-tubulin and inducing MT depolymerization [24].

In cardiac cells, the microtubular network exerts at

least two essential roles: first, as in all cell types, it is

essential for mitosis, since perturbation of MT assem-

bly or disassembly results in inhibition of spindle

attachment to the kinetochore, causing delay or arrest

of cells in G2/M phase of the cell cycle. Second, it

specifically senses tension transmitted to the cells by

the extracellular environment and responds dynami-

cally to it by adapting cell size and shape [71]. The

dynamic role of MTs in postnatal cardiac development

has been shown already in 1985 by Cartwright et al.

[72], who reported that, by measuring the number of

MTs per squared micron in the cross-sectional area of

rat cardiac papillary muscle, the MT network con-

stantly increases in density during the early postnatal

period, to reach its maximum at postnatal day 5.

From this time point, microtubular density constantly

decreases and reaches a steady-state level typical of the

adult heart at postnatal day 14. This was one of the

first indications that the microtubular network adapts

to the modified conditions of ventricular load occur-

ring immediately after birth and persisting thereafter

during the adult life. Consistent with this function, a

number of investigators have later reported that pro-

gressive increase in density of the CM MT network

sustains pathological cardiac hypertrophic remodelling

and accompanies subsequent development of heart

failure [25,73–75].

The molecular mechanism by which increased MT

polymerization impacts on contractile dysfunction has

recently been studied by B. Prosser and coworkers.

These investigators found that the MT network regu-

lates CM passive stiffness by binding the contractile

apparatus and forming load-bearing spring elements

that span alongside sarcomeres [76]. In particular, des-

min, a pivotal regulator of sarcomere architecture,

binds detyrosinated residues of a-tubulin and, through

this interaction, MT directly experience contractile

force and themselves deform under load. Proteomics

and single-cell mechanical study have revealed that

MTs of adult CMs from human failing hearts are

more abundant and heavily detyrosinated compared to

nonfailing CMs [77]. Accordingly, both pharmacologi-

cal suppression of detyrosination with parthenolide (an

inhibitor of the detyrosinase tubulin carboxypeptidase)

and overexpression of tubulin tyrosine ligase (which

rapidly tyrosinates detyrosinated MTs) lower the vis-

coelasticity of failing myocytes and restore 40–50% of

lost contractile function [77].

To what extent these modifications in MT structure

and density might also correlate with the regulation of

CM proliferation remains an open question. To date,

for obvious reasons, the effect of MT targeting agents

has been extensively studied in highly proliferative cells

for their anti-mitotic properties, while very few investi-

gations have addressed their function in resting cells.

A study published in cell almost 40 years ago reported

that, quite contra-intuitively, MT-depolymerizing

drugs were able to induce DNA synthesis in serum-free

cultures of nonproliferating fibroblasts; upon MT

repolymerization, the treated cells effectively re-entered

the cell cycle. In the same experimental conditions,

taxols exerted an opposite effect [78]. These observa-

tions indicate that integrity of the MT network might

be inhibitory to cell proliferation, possibly by inhibit-

ing factors that are essential for cell entry into the S

phase. This is of potential interest in the light of

understanding the molecular mechanisms that deter-

mine CM exit from the cell cycle immediately after

birth: the same mechanism by which these cells sense

increased ventricular load and build a more stable MT

network might also be responsible for the arrest of

their proliferation.

The factors by which the MT network might control

CM proliferation are still unexplored. Of potential

interest, two unrelated screenings performed in other

cell types have revealed an unexpected link between

tubulin depolymerization and wingless-int (Wnt) path-

way activation. Using a human radiation hybrid cell

panel, Khan and coworkers found that the E3 ubiqui-

tin ligase zinc and ring finger 3, which negative con-

trols Wnt signalling, rescues toxicity of the tubulin-

depolymerizing drug colchicine [79]. Fukuda et al. [80]

instead identified tubulin as the target proteins for a

small molecule identified in a screening for Wnt ago-

nists; inhibition of tubulin polymerization was thus

associated with Wnt activation. This is also in agree-

ment with the notion that Wnt signalling proteins,

such as Dishevelled and b-catenin, bind components of

the MT system [81]. On the other hand, Wnt signalling

is also known to regulate the tubulin network, in par-

ticular through Wnt- mediated inhibition of glycogen

synthase kinase 3b (GSK-3b), which leads to MT sta-

bilization [82]. To what extent these findings, which

were obtained in different cell types, also extend to

CMs remains an open matter. Wnt signalling is known

to exert a crucial function in heart development and

CM specification [83]. Yet, the roles of this pathway
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on heart regeneration are still poorly understood [84],

and current evidence appears to indicate that inhibi-

tion of this pathway promotes CM proliferation dur-

ing zebrafish regeneration [85] and in infarcted mice

[86].

A deeper understanding of the molecular events

linking MT dynamics with Wnt signalling specifically

in CMs is definitely needed.

Extracellular mechanical cues and
cardiomyocyte proliferation

The ability of CMs to sense extracellular mechanical

stimuli is of pivotal importance in the heart adaptive

response to hemodynamic changes. At least three

major sets of molecular interactions mediate anchorage

of the CM cytoskeleton to the ECM, namely the

DGC, the MT network and transmembrane integrins

(Fig. 2B).

The DGC binds the ECM to the dystrophin protein,

while dystrophin anchors the DGC to the F-actin

cytoskeleton [87]. The DCG complex is also connected

to MTs via ankyrin B [88,89], a member of the

ankyrin family known to participate in multiple pro-

cesses involved in physiological cardiac homeostasis.

MTs tend to bud from Z-discs and then grow parallel

to the long axis of sarcomeres, thus wrapping the con-

tractile apparatus. On the one hand, this allows pro-

viding mechanical resistance to the myocyte, while, on

the other hand, it connects sarcomeres with the extra-

cellular membrane via the DGC [90]. In addition, dety-

rosinated MTs directly bind desmin, which is a pivotal

regulator of CM architecture and dynamics, as also

discussed later. Finally, transmembrane integrins bind

vinculin and talin, which bridge the ECM to actin,

thus mediating biomechanical signalling to the

cytoskeleton [91,92].

Structural and functional integrity of the DGC also

plays a specific role in the regulation of CM prolifera-

tion. A component of this complex, dystroglycan 1

(Dag1), was reported to directly bind YAP and inhibit

its pro-proliferative function [93]. Of note, Dag1 and

the DGC are also the targets of the ECM proteogly-

can agrin, which promotes cardiac regeneration in

neonatal mouse hearts [94]. This protein is known to

induce actin polymerization and cytoskeletal remod-

elling in cooperation with the Hippo pathway [95,96].

Agrin-mediated YAP activation is inhibited by RhoA

and ROCK inhibitors and by Latrunculin A, which

affects F-actin polymerization [97]. Agrin-stimulated

CM proliferation following interaction with Dag1

induces subsequent disassembly of the DGC and

release of YAP into the nucleus [94]. Together, these

results again highlight the relevance of ECM-mediated

regulation of cardiac regeneration by mechanisms

mediated through the interaction of the DGC with the

cellular actin cytoskeleton and converting onto YAP

activation.

Intermediate filaments and
propagation of mechanosensing to the
nucleus

The cytoplasmic network is tightly linked to nuclear

lamins and DNA chromatin via linker of nucleoskele-

ton and cytoskeleton (LINC), a protein complex com-

posed of Sad1/UNC-84 (SUN)-domain proteins and

integrins (reviewed in ref. [98]). Lamins (LMNA,

LMNC and LMNB), which are the most abundant

nuclear intermediate filament, directly bind SUN pro-

teins that span through the inner nuclear membrane

and to nesprins in the perinuclear space. Nesprins in

turn cross the outer nuclear membrane to interact with

multiple classes of cytoskeletal proteins (Fig. 2D). This

ensures that a direct link exists between extracellular

mechanical stimuli and the nuclear cytoskeleton.

In particular, nesprin-1/2 directly connects cytoplas-

mic actin to nuclear lamin and emerin [99]; nesprin-3

bridges nuclear and desmin cytoplasmic intermediate

filaments via plectins [100]; nesprin-4 interacts with

MTs by directly binding kinesin proteins [101]. Des-

min, which belongs to the class of cytoplasmic inter-

mediate filaments, is the major load-bearing structure

in CMs, thus actin as a pivotal mechanosensors and

mechanotransducers in the heart [102]. In addition,

thanks to its interaction with the LINC complex, des-

min acts as a hub in transducing stimuli deriving from

the ECM into the nucleus. Mutations in desmin, lamin

or nesprins are associated with severe cardiac disease

[103–106]. Mice heterozygous for a lamin A mutation

show decreased response to left-ventricular pressure

overload, due to impaired activation of the

mechanosensitive gene Egr-1 [107]. Similarly, the

hearts of nesprin 1/2 double knockout mice fail in rais-

ing a protective gene expression programme to face

changes in biomechanical load [108]. Finally, recent

evidence indicates that embryonic hearts progressively

stiffen during development, while lamin A accumulates

to oppose stress-driven nuclear rupture, increased

DNA damage, and cell cycle arrest [109].

Taken together, this information is concordant in

indicating that both cytoplasmic and nuclear interme-

diate filaments are essential transducers of mechanical

cues from the extracellular environment into the

nucleus. To what extent the proteins forming these fil-

aments are also involved in the CM cell cycle arrest
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concomitant with increased cardiac load after birth

remains an exciting topic for future investigation.

Remodelling of the sarcomeric
cytoskeleton during cardiomyocyte
replication

The contractile nature of CMs poses additional prob-

lems to cell replication compared to other cell types.

CM myofibrils have long been thought to impede

nuclear division and cell cleavage, blocking the onset

of replication or leading to cell bi- or multinucleation

[19,20]. Thus, historically, the terminally differentiated

phenotype of CMs has been considered as an irre-

versible state. Over the past two decades, however, it

has become progressively evident that adult CMs are

plastic and can remodel their cytoskeleton and sarcom-

ere profoundly both in vivo and in vitro and thus cope

with the issue of duplicating their genetic material and

divide despite their nature of contractile cells.

The heart is the first functional organ that develops

intracellular myofibrils and starts contracting at

embryonic day 8.5 in mice [110]. The relative volume

of myofibrils in the CM cytoplasm increases from 10%

to 20% in the early and midgestational stages to

~ 30% soon after birth [111,112]. Neonatal mouse

CMs have been reported to have a progressively

extended S/G2/M phase compared to embryonic

stages. The reason for this delay prior to cytokinesis

might be attributed to the increased number and com-

plex organization of neonatal sarcomeres [113].

Despite these functional and structural changes,

embryonic, fetal and early neonatal CMs continue to

divide. Early reports had already indicated that intact

myofibrils are found next to condensed chromosomes

[114,115] or that the cross-striated pattern of CMs is

completely lost in cytokinesis [19,116]. Later advances

in microscopy proved that dedifferentiated CMs can

indeed progress through complete cell division, which

requires disassembly of the myofibrils [117]. During

this process, the primary event is the dissociation of Z-

disc- and thin filament-associated proteins, followed by

M-band and thick filament disassembly. After com-

plete cell division, cardiac sarcomeric proteins reassem-

ble into their cross-striated pattern. This process is

also known to occur after exogenous stimulation of

CM proliferation [42,118,119].

Disassembly of sarcomeric structures also occurs

during adult heart regeneration in zebrafish [7]. In the

mouse, apical resection within the first week of life is

healed by regeneration rather than scarring; this pro-

cess is again accompanied by disassembly of sarcom-

eric structures, followed by cell division [15].

Transcriptome analysis in regenerating fish hearts

showed that this process is accompanied by downregu-

lation of several sarcomeric genes, suggesting a tran-

scriptional component in the control of

dedifferentiation [120]. Concordant findings were also

reported in newts [121]. Of note, structural changes of

a similar type are also present in human myocardium

during hibernation after cardiac injury [122]. Hibernat-

ing CMs typically show depletion of sarcomeric struc-

tures and an expression pattern of structural proteins

closely resembling that of fetal heart CMs [123].

Loss of the mammalian heart proliferative potential

shortly after birth is concomitant with the onset of

CM binucleation and hypertrophy [11]. In 1-day-old

mice, ~90% CMs are mononucleated and have a high

proliferative potential. However, just a few weeks after

birth, more than 90% of CMs become binucleated and

lose their proliferative capacity [11,124]. The advent of

binucleated CMs is considered indicative of lack of

coupling of karyokinesis to cytokinesis owing to defi-

cient myofibril disassembly in the last stage of cell divi-

sion [12,118]; other reasons, however, might be

responsible for the lack of cell division, in particular

related to the biology of CM centrosome (cf. later).

The physiological role of binucleated CMs remains lar-

gely elusive; the increased number of mRNA tran-

scripts from the two nuclei was reported to be

essential to maintain the high metabolic demands of

differentiated CMs [125].

The majority of CM nuclei in adult human hearts

are those already present at birth, as concluded from
14C dating studies [3]. However, CMs undergo regular

turnover of their sarcomeric proteins, with an average

half-life for these proteins that ranges from a few days

to 2 weeks [126–128]. Understanding the molecular

correlates of this continuous turnover not only has

importance to counteract the mechanisms leading to

cardiac hypertrophy but could also shed light on the

dynamics of the sarcomeric cytoskeleton during CM

division. Inhibition of myosin-binding protein C

(Mybpc3), a structural protein of the sarcomere that

regulates myofilament stiffness and rigidity [129],

reduces sarcomere density [130], leading to cardiac

hypertrophy. Of interest, in heterozygous Mybpc3+/�

mice, the hypertrophic phenotype is mainly due to

increase in CM cell size, however in homozygous

Mybpc3�/� animals this occurs mainly due to

increased CM proliferation [131,132]. The cardiac

cytoskeleton in homozygous Mybpc3 knockout hearts

contains less rigid sarcomeres and has decreased

myofibrillar density. These animals also show more

mononucleated CMs compared to wild-type mice. The

transition from early induction of CM proliferation to
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later stimulation of hypertrophy in homozygous

Mybpc3 knockout hearts raises the question as to how

the proliferative and hypertrophic signalling are inter-

connected.

A main controller of disassembly and degradation

of CM sarcomeric structures is the ubiquitin/protea-

some system. Several E3 ubiquitin ligases have been

shown to stimulate sarcomeric protein degradation.

Among these are the muscle ring finger (MuRF) mem-

bers of a family of muscle-specific ubiquitin E3 ligases,

of which MuRF1 (TRIM63), MuRF2 (TRIM55) and

MuRF3 (TRIM54) are the most studied in cardiac

and skeletal muscle cells [133–135]; the Fbxo28 protein

(also called atrogin-1), which plays as essential role

during muscle atrophy [136,137]; TRIM32, which is

involved in the degradation of the thin filament (actin,

tropomyosin, troponins) and Z-band (alpha-actinin)

components as well as of the desmin cytoskeleton

[134,138]; the cardiac-specific F-box protein Fbxl22,

which promotes the ubiquitin-proteasome mediated

degradation of sarcomeric proteins-a-actinin and fil-

amin C [139]; and, finally, the E2 enzymes Ube2i and

Ube2g1, which disrupt the cardiac sarcomere structure

in a STAT3-dependent manner [140].

Cellular proteases might also play a role in sarcom-

ere disassembly by acting upstream of the proteasome.

This is the case of myofibril disassembly occurring

during myopathies, which is mainly regulated by the

activity of muscle-specific calpain proteases. These

enzymes, which associate with the I-band region of

titin [141,142], induce release of myofilaments and Z-

band disintegration, followed by activation of the

ubiquitin–proteasome pathway. Matrix metallopro-

teinases (MMPs), specially MMP-2, are also abun-

dantly expressed in CMs [143] and, besides being

secreted, also localize to different intracellular com-

partments, including the sarcomere Z-disc region [144].

MMP-2 was reported to specifically cleave a number

of intracellular substrates, including a-actinin [145],

troponin I [143], myosin light chain-1 [146], titin [144]

and GSK-3b [147].

A few factors recognized for their property to

induce CM cell division are known to induce sarcom-

ere dis- and re-assembly (Fig. 3). Oncostatin M

(OSM), a macrophage-derived cytokine, determines a

de-differentiate phenotype in CMs [148]. OSM also

induces expression of MMP-2, which might mediates

sarcomere degradation [149]. Neuregulin 1 (NRG1),

which plays important roles in zebrafish and mice car-

diac development and homeostasis, induces prolifera-

tion of both neonatal and adult CMs involving

dedifferentiation followed by re-differentiation [150].

Constitutively active expression of ERBB2, the NRG1

receptor, increases CM mitotic activity paralleled by

disassembly and rarefaction of sarcomeres together

with re-expression of progenitor cell markers (among

which, runt-related transcription factor 1 and disabled

2) [151]. Agrin, an ECM heparan sulphate proteogly-

can that binds the Dag1 component of the DGC to

induce CM proliferation (cf. before) also induces sar-

comere disassembly [94]. Hippo-deficient mouse hearts,

in which YAP activation drives a CM hyperprolifera-

tive phenotype, show increase in the disassembly of

sarcomeric structures [54]. Finally, delivering a cocktail

of three CM reprogramming genes (FoxM1, Id1 and

Jnk3-shRNA) that induce CM proliferation in vivo,

also results in low levels of sarcomeric alpha-myosin

heavy chain gene and less organized sarcomeres [152].

Taken together, this information is consistent in

showing that cardiac regeneration is an evolutionary

conserved mechanism from teleost fish to mammals

that involves a ‘dedifferentiation’ step including the

disassembly and rarefaction of cardiac contractile

units. The actual molecular mechanisms for sarcomere

disassembly and downregulation of sarcomeric protein

levels, however, remain still largely uncharacterized.

Additionally, despite the wealth of information con-

cerning sarcomere disassembly, little is known on how

this process coordinates with, or regulates, CM prolif-

eration specifically.

Dynamics of the centrosome during
cardiomyocyte mitosis and
cytokinesis

Multiple, but still scattered, evidence indicates that an

important determinant of CM proliferation lies within

the components of the centrosome. In metazoans, the

centrosome is a single, MT-nucleating organelle in jux-

tanuclear position, comprising two centrioles (named

mother and daughter) and a complex assembly of pro-

teins collectively termed pericentriolar material (PCM;

Fig. 2D). Centrioles are cylindrical structures com-

posed of nine triplet MTs that duplicate once per cell

cycle, starting at the G1/S transition, with the two

resulting centrosomes forming the pole of the mitotic

spindle [31] (Fig. 4A). In interphase, the centrosome

anchors a radial array of MTs forming the routes for

intracellular transport, named the MT organising cen-

tre (MTOC). In most quiescent, terminally differenti-

ated cells, the mother centrosome assembles at the cell

membrane to form a single, nonmotile, primary cilium

(termed a basal body when ciliated), which, in several

cell types, is responsible for mechano- and chemo-sens-

ing, as well as for motility. In addition, the centrosome

also nucleates actin filaments [153] and serves as a hub
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for components of the cell cycle regulatory and DNA

damage response machineries [154–156]. Over 100 pro-

teins participate in centrosome structure and dynamics

[157].

Several observations link the biological events occur-

ring at the centrosome and the primary cilium to the

regulation of CM proliferation. First, biallelic muta-

tions in the giant protein Alstrom syndrome 1

(ALMS1), which is broadly expressed in most cell

types and localizes to the proximal end of the centri-

oles [158], cause a form of rare cardiomyopathy char-

acterized by delayed cell cycle arrest of neonatal CMs

[159,160]. Patients with this ciliopathy show persisting

postnatal CM proliferation, a phenotype that can be

reproduced in homozygous mutant mice and anti-

ALMS1 siRNA-treated cultured CMs; in normal con-

ditions, expression of the protein increases during ter-

minal differentiation of neonatal CMs [159]. Thus,

ALMS1 appears to act as a suppressor of CM prolifer-

ation [158].

Second, centrioles/primary cilia can act as sensory

organelles that respond to stimuli in the micro-envi-

ronment by orchestrating a cell response through dif-

ferent signal transduction mechanisms, involving the

Hippo, Wnt and Notch pathways [161,162], all of

which are known to regulate CM replication. In par-

ticular, in basal conditions, in various cell types the

levels of cytoplasmic b-catenin are low since this pro-

tein is targeted by the b-catenin destruction complex,

which is formed of Axin, adenomatous polyposis coli,

casein kinase 1 (CK1) and GSK-3b; CK1 and GSK-3b
continuously phosphorylate b-catenin and drive its

degradation through the SCF-b TrCP-dependent ubiq-

uitin–proteasome pathway. When canonical Wnt sig-

nalling is activated, the destruction complex becomes

inhibited and the levels of b-catenin in the cytoplasm

increase [163]. In mouse embryos, primary fibroblasts

and embryonic stem cells, this process occurs at

the cilium [164]. Then, b-catenin is free to translocate

to the nucleus, where it acts as a transcriptional

Fig. 3. Known mechanisms modulating CM proliferation and dedifferentiation via cytoskeleton remodelling. A few soluble factors were

discovered that stimulate CM proliferation during development and in models of heart regeneration. These include NRG1, agrin, fibroblast

growth factor-1 and insulin-like growth factor-1. OSM is a secreted cytokine involved in proliferation by promoting CM dedifferentiation. In

the mammalian heart, CMs exit the cell cycle soon after birth and are incompetent to re-enter the cell cycle because of the accumulation of

negative cell cycle regulators such as Meis1, some miRNA (e.g. miR-15), activation of the DDR and of the p38 mitogen-activated protein

kinase. Different factors including other miRNA (e.g. miR-302, miR-199a-3p and miR-590-3p) can promote re-entry of mature CMs into the

cell cycle and induce cardiac regeneration by targeting genes of various signalling pathways. YAP/TAZ acts as a transcriptional co-activator

and is essential for CM proliferation; its import into the nucleus is regulated by both structural and functional components of CMs.

Functional and structural properties of the ECM also regulate CM proliferation. Factors inducing cytokinesis after binucleation and

cytoskeletal components impeding cytokinesis are still poorly characterized.
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co-activator of members of the T-cell factor/lymphoid

enhancer factor family of proteins. In CMs, inhibition

of GSK3-b, through genetic means [165] or by treat-

ment with the inhibitory small molecule 6-bro-

moindirubin-30-oxime [166], results in b-catenin
stabilization and CM mitosis and proliferation. A

major mechanism controlling CM proliferation is the

regulation of b-catenin through the YAP and TAZ

transcriptional cofactors in the Hippo pathway

[167,168]. In addition, ALMS1 itself was identified as

an interactor or substrate of the E3 ubiquitin ligase

SCF-b-TrCP [169], which controls degradation of both

YAP and b-catenin, and of the YAP-inhibitory pro-

teins large tumour suppressor kinase 2 and AMOT

[170]. The functional relevance of these interactions

still remains largely unexplored in CMs. They might

provide a novel angle to connect mechanosensing and

proliferation in the heart.

Third, experimental evidence suggests that centroso-

mal dynamics correlates with the incapacity of CMs to

progress through mitosis and cytokinesis (Fig. 4B).

Work from the Engel laboratory has shown that, in

postnatal mouse CMs, centrioles lose their cohesion

during the G0/G1 phase, in contrast to neonatal

mouse and zebrafish CMs, which retain regenerative

capacity [171]. This split-centriole division would result

in relocalization of several centrosomal components to

the nuclear envelope and be a block to further cell

division. An interpretation of these findings is that

centrosome disassembly might lead to cytoskeletal

reorganization to better handle postnatal increased

hemodynamic load, thanks to a more effective organi-

zation of the MTOC in correspondence to the nuclear

envelope, as it also occurs in skeletal muscle [172].

Failure to complete cytokinesis might also then ensue

due to mislocalization of proteins required to form an

effective actomyosin ring for cleavage furrow forma-

tion [173]. Further studies will certainly reveal whether

these are the cause or effects of mammalian CM with-

drawal from the cell cycle, and to what extent these

effects might be reversible.

Finally, a recently identified protein interacting with

both tubulin and actin filaments and being essential

for proper termination of cell division is GAS2L3.

This a member of the GAS2 family of proteins, which

crosslinks actin and MTs in interphase and growth-ar-

rested cells [174,175]. GAS2L3, which is highly

expressed throughout the cell cycle, plays an essential

Fig. 4. Centrosome dynamics during the eukaryotic cell cycle and CM proliferation. (A) In most of the newly formed cells, the G1 phase

centrosome contains two centrioles, which are connected together with a flexible linker and surrounded by a matrix of proteins known as

PCM. Each centriole duplicates in the S phase, forming daughter centrioles. Once the cells enter into G2/M, the centrosome starts

separating and split into two, while the mother centrioles enlarge their PCM. An enlarged PCM permits centrosome nucleation and

organization of MTs, which is important to bring together and position the mitotic spindle. As the cells exit mitosis, the chromosomes

segregate on the mitotic spindle and the mother and daughter centrioles detach from one another, although they often remain loosely

associated through a flexible connecting fibre. In many cells that have exited, the cell cycle centrioles migrate to the cell periphery, where

the mother centriole builds a basal body from which the cilium extends. (B) Graphical representation of centrosome integrity and rate of CM

proliferation in mammals and lower vertebrates (zebrafish and newts). Mammalian CMs maintain high replicative capacity and centrosome

integrity during the embryonic and fetal life. Concomitant with the sudden decline in proliferative potential at birth, CMs loose centrosome

integrity, whereas zebrafish and newts maintain both replicative potential and centrosome integrity throughout life.
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role in mitotic spindle assembly, cytokinesis and dur-

ing abscission, being localized to the midbodies and

contractile ring during the final stage of cytokinesis

[176,177]. In cells in which GAS2L3 is downregulated,

the key players of cleavage furrow ingression, RhoA

and Myosin IIA, are mislocalized, resulting in failure

to stably position the contractile ring ultimately lead-

ing to defects in cytokinesis [178]. Mice knockout for

GAS2L3 die prematurely of heart failure due to antici-

pated termination of CM proliferation during embry-

onic development [177]. The proliferation arrest of

CMs is accompanied by binucleation through incom-

plete cytokinesis. Whether this protein might be

involved in the physiological propensity of CMs to

undergo bi- and multinucleation after birth remains a

matter for interesting future investigation [179].

Cardiomyocyte proliferation and
intercalated disc junctions

The ICD is a CM-specific structure that includes

three different types of cell–cell connections: desmo-

somes, adherens junctions and gap junctions. Adhe-

rens junctions and desmosomes (which together form

the area composita) are major cell–cell plaque-bearing
contacts in the ICD, which anchor myofibrils and are

connected to the CM cytoskeleton. Desmosomes

includes proteins that link the intercellular network

with the desmin cytoskeleton in the CM cytoplasm

(Fig. 2C). At least 200 different proteins are known

to be associated with the ICD; mutation of at least

40% of these proteins are associated with different

forms of cardiomyopathy [180,181]. Intercellular pro-

teins include desmosomal cadherins, desmoglein and

desmocollin, while cytoplasmic proteins comprise

desmoplakin, plakophilin and plakoglobin. Adherens

junctions, which anchor the sarcomeric actin fila-

ments, are composed of N-cadherin as a transmem-

brane component that provides a link to the

neighbouring cell and a cytoplasmic plaque that con-

tains, among other proteins, a-catenin and b-catenin
and connects to actin filaments [182]. In CMs, gap

junctions act as ion channels that are mainly com-

posed of connexin family members and are involved

the in rapid and coordinated electrochemical commu-

nication, which is essential for rhythmic heart func-

tion. In particular, Connexin-43 is mainly expressed

in ICDs of adult heart ventricles [183].

During early cardiac development, the ICD compo-

nents are distributed along the membrane of imma-

ture, round-shaped CMs [18]. However, soon after

birth the sarcomeric cytoskeleton starts to elongate

and CMs acquire a rod-shaped structure, which is

concomitant with ICD junctional complexes being

relocated to the longitudinal ends of neighbouring

CMs [18,184]. Intriguingly, these changes in the distri-

bution of ICD components concur with exit of CMs

from the cell cycle soon after birth [11,12], suggesting

a possible function of ICD components in the regula-

tion of CM proliferation. Conditional knockout stud-

ies have revealed that aE-catenin, an ICD component,

plays a key role in the proliferation of different cell

types [185,186], apart from anchoring the cadherin–
catenin complex to the actin cytoskeleton. Similarly,

inhibition of a-catenin expression in mice after MI

induces CM proliferation by releasing YAP from cad-

herin-catenin complexes [187]. Consistent with a role

of the ICD in controlling CM proliferation, it was also

shown that perturbation of ICD maturation (by

inhibiting expression of aE-catenin and aT-catenin)
induces CM proliferation in the adult heart [188].

It is of interest to observe that the area composita is

not found in lower vertebrates, such as amphibians

and fish [189], which suggests that this structure might

have evolved to sustain the augmented mechanical

load of the mammalian ventricles. Since increased load

is considered to be a main reason for withdrawal of

CMs from the cell cycle immediately after birth [190],

the molecular connection between the ICD and the

regulation of CM proliferation definitely needs more

systematic, molecular analysis.

Conclusions and translational
perspectives

Understanding the molecular correlates regulating

assembly of the CM cytoskeleton and sarcomere and

their disassembly during replication holds paramount

importance in the light of developing innovative thera-

peutic strategies for myocardial infarction and heart

failure. Direct administration of stem cells or various

derivation to the heart have failed to provide signifi-

cant regeneration over the last 15 years [191]. Embry-

onic stem cells or iPS cells can be expanded in the

laboratory to generate large number of CMs, to be

directly injected into the heart [192] or used for the

formation of large patches of myocardial tissue ex vivo

[193,194]. However, a possibly much simpler and

translatable possibility is to re-awaken the endogenous

potential of CMs to proliferate and thus mimic what

spontaneously occurs in fish, amphibians and neonatal

mammals to repair cardiac damage. MicroRNA

endowed with pro-proliferative activity [41,57], cyclin/

CDKs reactivating cell cycle entry [195] or exoge-

nously administered proteins [94,150,196] all hold great

potential for cardiac regeneration (Fig. 3).
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It remains clear that the formation of reparative car-

diac tissue is a complex biological event, certainly cen-

tred on CM replication but also involving all cells in

the heart, including endothelial cells, vascular smooth

muscle cells, pericytes and cardiac fibroblasts. Newly

formed CMs need to communicate electrically and

mechanically through specialized junctions; force needs

to be appropriately transmitted by maturation of their

sarcomeric structures; newly formed tissue demands

proper vascularization through connection with pre-ex-

isting vessels; ECM requires proper structure and com-

paction. While this complexity adds further levels of

regulation to the regeneration process, the existing

information from neonates and adults in which the

heart is able to regenerate are concordant in indicating

that the regulation of the capacity of CMs to prolifer-

ate remains the primary event that controls cardiac

regeneration.

Thus, whatever the mechanism through which CM

replication will operate for regenerative purposes, it

will need to overcome the molecular brake to replica-

tion imposed by the cardiac cytoskeleton and sarcom-

ere. Finding molecular means that help promoting

disassembly of these structures and inactivate the nega-

tive signals imposed to mammalian cardiac cells imme-

diately after birth are essential goals in the light of

developing effective regenerative therapies in the near

future.
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